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Spatial hearing abilities with hearing devices ultimately depend on how well acoustic directional

cues are captured by the microphone(s) of the device. A comprehensive objective evaluation of

monaural spectral directional cues captured at 9 microphone locations integrated in 5 hearing

device styles is presented, utilizing a recent database of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)

that includes data from 16 human and 3 artificial ear pairs. Differences between HRTFs to the ear-

drum and hearing device microphones were assessed by descriptive analyses and quantitative met-

rics, and compared to differences between individual ears. Directional information exploited for

vertical sound localization was evaluated by means of computational models. Directional informa-

tion at microphone locations inside the pinna is significantly biased and qualitatively poorer com-

pared to locations in the ear canal; behind-the-ear microphones capture almost no directional cues.

These errors are expected to impair vertical sound localization, even if the new cues would be opti-

mally mapped to locations. Differences between HRTFs to the eardrum and hearing device micro-

phones are qualitatively different from between-subject differences and can be described as a

partial destruction rather than an alteration of relevant cues, although spectral difference metrics

produce similar results. Dummy heads do not fully reflect the results with individual subjects.
VC 2018 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5056173
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conservation of spatial hearing is one major unsolved

issue for hearing aids hindering efficient communication in

challenging situations (Kollmeier and Kiessling, 2016). It

also becomes highly relevant in hearing devices targeted at

normal hearing users, such as augmented reality audio sys-

tems (H€arm€a et al., 2004; R€am€o and V€alim€aki, 2012).

Spatial hearing abilities with any hearing device depend on

how well the device conserves the acoustic directional cues

utilized by the auditory system. These cues are created by

sound transmission effects between the source and the ear-

drum and include interaural (level and time differences) and

monaural spectral directional features that are all contained

in the head-related transfer function (HRTF). Interaural cues

are captured well in all common ear-level hearing device

styles, and conservation of these features and connected

localization in the lateral domain is mainly dependent on the

signal processing and synchronization between the left and

right device (Byrne and Noble, 1998; Kollmeier et al., 1993;

Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Van den Bogaert et al., 2011).

In contrast, conservation of monaural spectral cues in the

HRTF depends ultimately on how well the device micro-

phone captures them. It is well known that the HRTF is dis-

torted when the recording location is more than a few

millimeters away from the (possibly blocked) ear canal

entrance (Algazi et al., 1999; Hammershøi and Møller,

1996), or the ear is (partially) filled up (Hofman et al., 1998;

Riederer, 2004). However, the characteristics and effects of

these deviations have only been examined for a limited set

of hearing device microphone locations and almost exclu-

sively in artificial ears (Durin et al., 2014; H€arm€a et al.,
2004; Hoffmann et al., 2013a; R€am€o and V€alim€aki, 2012).

We recently presented HRTF measurements including

microphone locations at the eardrum and a comprehensive

set of hearing device styles, recorded in the ears of 16 human

subjects and 3 dummy heads (Denk et al., 2018a). Based on

these data, we here perform an objective evaluation of the

directional information captured at a total of 9 microphone

locations integrated in 5 different hearing device styles, in

individual human and artificial ears.

Psychophysically, errors to the individual HRTF have

the largest influence on localization performance in the verti-

cal domain, as shown for modifications of the pinna shape

(Gardner and Gardner, 1973; Hofman et al., 1998) or listen-

ing through hearing devices (Best et al., 2010; Brungart

et al., 2007; Byrne and Noble, 1998; D’Angelo et al., 2001;

Hoffmann et al., 2014; Van den Bogaert et al., 2011). For

hearing devices, it is difficult to separate the influence of the

HRTF at the hearing device microphone from other aspects

of sound presentation, like processing or amplification set-

tings, bandwidth restrictions or the influence of sound

directly entering the ear canal [cf. van den Bogaert et al.
(2011)]. Furthermore, only few connections between the

subjective results and objective metrics have been made, and

objective metrics that indicate the quality of directional

information are hard to find. Durin et al. (2014) performed

an objective evaluation of the HRTF information in fivea)Electronic mail: florian.denk@uni-oldenburg.de
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hearing device styles using auditory localization models.

Their results also predict a decrease in vertical localization

performance with the presence of errors in the HRTF. Their

ranking of different microphone locations, however, depends

much on the considered error metric.

Similar to the distortion of the individual HRTF in the

hearing device microphone and the consequences for spatial

perception, sound localization in a virtual acoustic environment

is degraded when a sound field is reproduced over headphones

using an HRTF from the ear of a different subject or dummy

head (Minnaar et al., 2001; Møller et al., 1996; Wenzel et al.,
1993). In this context, HRTF differences between individual

subjects have been quantified and behaviorally studied in rela-

tion to subjective localization performance by Middlebrooks

(1999a, 1999b). The most prominent difference between indi-

vidual HRTFs is a shift of features in the logarithmic frequency

axis depending on the ear size, otherwise individual ears create

structurally similar acoustic features. Vertical localization per-

formance with another person’s HRTF decreases with the phys-

ical spectral difference (SD) between the HRTFs of both

persons. However, it is not clear whether the observed devia-

tions to the individual HRTF in hearing devices is qualitatively

comparable to between-subject differences, and thus whether

these psychophysical results can be transferred.

Localization based on HRTF cues is a process that relies

on learned spectral patterns that humans are capable of reca-

librating to, at least to a certain extent (Carlile, 2014;

Hofman et al., 1998; Majdak et al., 2013; Mendonça, 2014).

Therefore, independent of the similarity of an HRTF (of

another person or when wearing a hearing device) with the

individual HRTF, the availability of any spatial information

in the altered HRTF that could in principle be learned is of

great interest. Durin et al. (2014) demonstrated that hearing

device microphones still capture spectral directional cues

with a reasonable spatial resolution.

To the authors’ best knowledge, no evaluation of hearing

device HRTFs has been performed that is comprehensive over

device styles and human ears. In particular, previous investi-

gations included HRTFs for either hearing aid styles (behind-

the-ear or individualized shells) or non-individualized in-ear

devices as usually utilized in consumer applications, but never

both (Durin et al., 2014; Hoffmann et al., 2013b; Kayser

et al., 2009). Also, it is by no means clear how HRTF infor-

mation in the same device style differs between individual

ears, since virtually all measurements on the matter have been

made in dummy heads. Furthermore, the qualitative character-

istics of the HRTF errors in hearing devices is not thoroughly

clear, and no relation to between-subject differences in indi-

vidual human HRTFs has been established.

We present a comprehensive evaluation of directional

information captured by hearing device microphones. The

analyses utilize a recent publicly available HRTF dataset

including a comprehensive set of hearing device styles

(Denk, 2018; Denk et al., 2018a). By means of descriptive

analyses as well as a combination of previously established

quantitative metrics and sound localization models (Durin

et al., 2014; Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002;

Middlebrooks, 1999a), we tackle the following research

questions:

• What are the qualitative and quantitative errors to the indi-

vidual HRTF depending on the microphone location and

the device style, and how large is the spread of these errors

over individual subjects’ ears?
• What is the expected acute vertical localization perfor-

mance with the HRTFs observed at the individual micro-

phone locations?
• What is the quality of spectral directional information in

the hearing device HRTFs, i.e., what potential localization

cues in the hearing device HRTF are available to be

exploited, e.g., after learning?
• Is the evaluation of hearing device HRTFs measured on

dummy heads representative for human subjects?

The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, the HRTF

data including the hearing device styles used with micro-

phone positions and data processing are outlined. Section III

describes the qualitative inspection and quantitative metrics

that are utilized to evaluate the HRTF information. The

results are presented in Sec. IV, comprehensively discussed

in Sec. V, and the conclusions are given in Sec. VI.

II. HRTF DATA

We utilized head-related impulse responses (HRIRs)

recorded at the eardrum and microphone positions of a com-

prehensive selection of hearing device styles [OlHeaD-

HRTF Database (Denk, 2018; Denk et al., 2018a)]. The

HRIRs were recorded in the ears of 16 human subjects (10

male, 6 female, age 27.3 6 5.1 years) and 3 dummy heads:

KEMAR type 45BM, Br€uel&Kjær HATS type 4128C, and a

custom Dummy Head with Exchangeable Ear Canals

[DADEC (Hiipakka et al., 2010), equipped with G.R.A.S.

KB 1065/1066 Pinnae]. As a reference and for comparisons

with between-subject differences, HRIRs from the CIPIC

HRTF database (Algazi et al., 2001) were used.

A. Hearing device styles and microphone locations

In this work, the HRTFs measured at nine hearing

device microphone locations contained in five hearing

device styles as well as at the eardrum as shown in Fig. 1 are

considered. The following list outlines the device styles and

the exact positioning. More details on the measurement tech-

nique, microphones and construction of the devices can be

found in Denk et al. (2018a) and Denk (2018).

Eardrum: Measured using an audiological probe tube

microphone.

ECEbl: Blocked ear canal entrance. Location at the ter-

minating plane of the ear canal, which was occluded by a

suitable earplug (as in Lindau and Brinkmann, 2012), pro-

viding a firm and reproducible fit in the ear canal. In a hear-

ing systems context, the blocked ear canal entrance can be

regarded as mostly equivalent to small hearing devices fitted

into the ear canal of a subject, such as completely-in-canal

(CIC) devices (Durin et al., 2014).

InsertHP: Location on a small insert headphone

(Sennheiser CX200), as has been used in augmented reality

audio applications (H€arm€a et al., 2004; Hoffmann et al.,
2013a). The microphone was placed near the concha bottom
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and points towards the rear concha wall (see Fig. 1).

Regarding hearing aids, this device is comparable to an in-

the-canal (ITC) device, although it might typically fill up a

larger part of the concha than an individualized shell.

ITEind: Individual in-the-ear (ITE) type hearing instru-

ment, implemented by two microphones flush inserted into

an individual standard earmould that fills the concha bottom

completely. One location is near the ear canal entrance

(“entrance microphone,” Entr), and one in the rear part of

the cavum concha (“Concha microphone”). Entrance and

Concha microphones are approximately 8–12 mm apart from

each other in a preferably horizontal orientation in the indi-

vidual ears (the distances for the individual subjects are pro-

vided with the database). The hardware configuration is

equal to the outer microphones of the prototype hearing

device presented by Denk et al. (2018b).

ITEgen: Generic ITE hearing device, i.e., a larger

generic earplug that houses two external microphones (Entr

and Concha microphones, as in ITEind). The microphones

are 1.1 cm apart and stick further out of the ear than with the

ITEind earpiece, and the cavum concha is filled less uni-

formly. The ITEgen earpiece can also be viewed as a larger

insert headphone with integrated microphones.

BTE: Behind-the-ear hearing aid dummy with three

microphones referred to as frontal (fr), middle (mid), and

rear. The device has the same layout as the one used by

Kayser et al. (2009).

B. Data processing and coordinate system

HRTFs were computed from impulse responses using a

discrete Fourier transform with a length of 8192 samples.

Perceptually irrelevant spectral detail was removed by

smoothing the spectral amplitude with 1 ERB bandwidth

(Breebart and Kohlrausch, 2001). Directional transfer func-

tions (DTFs) were then computed by dividing by the root-

mean-square average over the HRTF magnitudes of a

directionally balanced set of incidence directions W (see

below and Fig. 2). The differences between the DTF sets are

thus equivalent to the residual differences after optimal

equalization of the hearing device HRTFs using a single fil-

ter, i.e., a diffuse-field correction against the response at the

eardrum (Denk et al., 2018a). Finally, the spectral sampling

was reduced and weighted to approximate auditory impor-

tance by picking 1/2-ERB-spaced amplitude values spanning

the full audio bandwidth (0.2–18 kHz).

HRTFs had been recorded for 91 sound incidence direc-

tions shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal plane is sampled with a

resolution of 7.5�; otherwise the space is sampled with 30�

spacing in azimuth and elevation. In the median plane and a

sagittal plane displaced 30� to the right, the spatial resolution

in the vertical domain in a range of 630� around the hori-

zontal plane was increased to 10� and 15�, respectively.

For the present evaluation, an ear-polar or interaural-

polar coordinate system is considered, as shown in the inset

of Fig. 2. There, the lateral angle a 2 ½�90�; 90�� denotes

the lateral displacement from the median plane and deter-

mines the sagittal plane (median plane and dotted line in Fig.

2); negative values indicate the left-hand hemisphere. The

polar angle b 2 ½�90; 270½ describes the position inside a

sagittal plane; for the median plane 0� denotes frontal, 90�

above, and 180� rear incidence. The ear-polar coordinate

FIG. 1. (Color online) Photograph of all hearing devices and microphone

locations in the ear of a subject and utilized names, reprinted with permis-

sion from Denk et al. (2018a).

FIG. 2. (Color online) Utilized incidence directions. Black circles indicate

incidence directions for which HRTFs were measured; grey crosses the uni-

formly spaced subset W of the measured incidence directions that is included

for directional averaging operations. Light grey triangles indicate incidence

directions in the median plane and a sagittal plane 30� to the right hemisphere

where the spatial sampling was interpolated to 5� resolution. Top right: visual-

ization of the ear-polar coordinate system with lateral angle a and polar angle

b (see text for detailed explanation). Head and arrow mark the frontal direc-

tion, the black bar an incidence direction determined by (a,b). The crosses on

the sphere denote the uniformly spaced subset of incidence directions W.
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system reflects human sound localization: whereas the lateral

angle of a sound source can be determined solely by interau-

ral cues, the polar angle is ambiguous given interaural infor-

mation, leading to a “cone of confusion.” Thus, b is resolved

by evaluation of monaural spectral directional cues. The sub-

set of 47 measured incidence directions W is approximately

uniformly distributed on the sphere, and was utilized when-

ever averaging over incidence directions was applied.

Interpolation of the DTFs to a vertical resolution of 5�

in the median plane and the additional cone of confusion

(a ¼ þ30�, right hemisphere) as shown in Fig. 2 was per-

formed for each frequency bin separately using the spherical

thin-plate splines method (Wahba, 1981, 1982) as imple-

mented by Brinkmann and Weinzierl (2017). The maximum

angular distance between an interpolated and measured inci-

dence direction was 15�. Around the horizontal plane, where

the spatial variation in HRTFs is known to be larger (Møller

et al., 1995), the distance is 5� in the median plane and 7.5�

in the 30� cone of confusion. Comparison of our data

(ECEbl location) to the CIPIC database (Algazi et al., 2001)

that was recorded with a polar sampling of 5.625� verified

that the spatial resolution in the present data did not bias the

results (see Sec. V A).

III. ANALYSIS METHODS

The difference between DTF sets as well as the quality

of the directional information was evaluated using a descrip-

tive analysis as well as quantitative metrics and models com-

piled from previous literature. By means of a joint

interpretation, we attempt to provide a comprehensive evalu-

ation of the high-dimensional concept of spatial directional

cues.

For quantitative metrics, the selected frequency range is

very critical (Baumgartner et al., 2013; Durin et al., 2014;

Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002; Middlebrooks, 1999a).

For all metrics consistently, we selected the range between 2

and 13.5 kHz, sampled by 34 half-ERB spaced auditory filter

channels. The lower boundary frequency reflects the range

where spectral cues start differing between the regarded

DTF sets. The upper cut-off frequency was chosen as low as

possible but where previous data indicate that vertical sound

localization is not impaired (King and Oldfield, 1997;

Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002). Rationales for a low

upper cut-off frequency were the relevance for hearing devi-

ces, to minimize the influence of possible measurement

uncertainties and to not restrict frequency scaling operations

[see Sec. III C, in consistency with Middlebrooks (1999a)].

A. Descriptive analysis

The observed DTFs are qualitatively analyzed by a

descriptive inspection of the DTFs observed in two represen-

tative subjects. The subjects were carefully selected to repre-

sent the span of results, and include a man with large ears

(VP_E1) and a woman with small ears (VP_N6); the same

subjects were selected for showing sample data in Denk

et al. (2018a).1 Sound incidence in the median plane was

chosen for this analysis.

B. SDs

The difference between two DTFs from sets a and b for

the same incidence direction (a,b) can be expressed by the

SD as introduced by Middlebrooks (1999a). It is defined as

the variance across frequency f of the difference spectrum

calculated on the dB magnitudes of the DTFs using the

ERB-scale frequency sampling

SDa;bða; bÞ ¼ varf DTFaða; b; f Þ � DTFbða; b; f Þ½ �: (1)

The unit of the SD is dB2. The SD is directly used to assess

the directionally-dependent SD between two DTF sets.

To evaluate the overall difference between two DTF

sets a and b, the SD is averaged over all relevant incidence

directions, yielding the inter-set SD (ISSD) as introduced by

Middlebrooks (1999a)

ISSD a; bð Þ ¼ 1

Nwips

X
Wips

SDa;b a; bð Þ: (2)

Here, spatial averaging was conducted over all incidence

directions inside W, excluding all incidence directions with a

lateral angle greater than 30� towards the contralateral side

(denoted by Wips) that are not exploited in sound localization

(Morimoto, 2001).

C. Scaling of DTFs in frequency and level

Individual ears produce structurally similar spectral pat-

terns, which are shifted against each other between listeners

(Mehrgardt and Mellert, 1977; Møller et al., 1995). In the

simplest case, an identical difference in all ear dimensions

results in a scaling in frequency that can be compensated by

a shift of the spectra on a logarithmic frequency axis.

Middlebrooks has shown that such scaling in frequency can

substantially reduce the ISSD between the DTFs of two lis-

teners (Middlebrooks, 1999a) and improves virtual sound

source localization with non-individualized DTFs

(Middlebrooks, 1999b). Middlebrooks (1999a) also showed

that such frequency shifts are the main between-subject vari-

ation of DTFs.

We here apply an extended scaling approach to explore

the qualitative aspects of the hearing device DTFs as com-

pared to the eardrum DTF. Thereby, we utilize frequency

scaling analogous to Middlebrooks (1999a), as well as expan-

sion/compression of the spectral profile, i.e., scaling the DTFs

in level. Reduction of differences by frequency scaling would

indicate that in the hearing device DTFs many cues are still

contained, but shifted in frequency, corresponding to a trans-

formed ear size. Such errors are expected mostly in the

InsertHP, where the modified shape of the pinna is still com-

parable to an ear, but with a reduced size of the cavum con-

cha. Reduction of differences by level scaling would indicate

that normal cues are still contained in the hearing device

DTF, but with a reduced spectral contrast. Such errors are

expected to be most prominent in the ITEind, which conserves

the characteristic dimensions of the cavum concha, but

decreases the acoustic resonance quality of reflecting struc-

tures. Frequency and level scaling are applied both separately
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and jointly. No reduction of the ISSD between eardrum and

hearing device DTF by either scaling approach can be inter-

preted as a complete destruction of regular cues in the hearing

device DTF. The reduction in ISSD was assessed between

individuals with the eardrum DTF, as well as between the ear-

drum and hearing device DTFs in the same ear.

For frequency scaling, a factor>0 was applied to the

original frequency vector of the smoothed DTF magnitude

in dB prior to ERB-bin extraction (uniform frequency reso-

lution of 5.86 Hz). Then, the ERB-spaced frequency bins

corresponding to the frequencies of interest in the scaled

frequency vector were extracted. This results in an effective

shift of the DTF on the logarithmic frequency axis that is

equivalent to the method in Middlebrooks (1999a),

although the implementation is different. Level scaling was

implemented as follows: The average of the DTF (dB val-

ues, ERB bins) in the frequency range of interest was sub-

tracted, a level scaling factor applied to the result, and the

average added again. A level scaling factor <1 thus results

in a compression of the spectral profile, whereas a factor

>1 causes an expansion. As in Middlebrooks (1999a), scal-

ing operations between two DTF sets are applied symmetri-

cally, i.e., scaling with inverse values is applied to both

DTF sets. If frequency and level scaling are applied jointly,

frequency scaling is performed prior to level scaling. The

utilized scaling factors were between 0.7 and 1.4.

D. Modelling vertical sound localization

Sound localization within sagittal planes can be under-

stood as a template-matching process that can be modelled

computationally with reasonable accuracy. The probability

that a stimulus is localized at a certain direction within a

sagittal plane can be computed by means of a similarity

metric between the stimulus spectrum (denoted by sub-

script “s”) and the “stored” template DTF (denoted by sub-

script “t”). Following Baumgartner et al. (2013),

Langendijk and Bronkhorst (2002) as well as Majdak et al.
(2014), we utilize the similarity index (SI), which is the SD

mapped to a value between 0 and 1 through a Gaussian

function

SI bs; btð Þ ¼ exp �SDs;t bs; btð Þ
2r2

� �
: (3)

As suggested by Langendijk and Bronkhorst (2002) and veri-

fied by Majdak et al. (2014), a standard deviation r ¼ 2

(representing the sensitivity of a listener to SDs) was chosen

to reflect an average listener. Note that the SI is used to com-

pare DTFs from the same sagittal plane, and the dependence

on a is dropped in the notation. Alternative sagittal plane

localization models include positive spectral gradient fea-

tures instead of the SD (Baumgartner et al., 2014) and

showed a higher robustness against certain DTF modifica-

tions. We repeated our simulations using an adapted model

of Baumgartner et al. (2014) and gained comparable results

that did not change the main outcomes of this work. These

results are provided as a supplement.1

We here compute the SI directly between DTFs in the

representation of magnitudes in auditory bands, reflecting the

estimated perceptual similarity between two identical stimuli

presented from different or identical incidence directions. The

probability that a stimulus from a certain direction is localized

at a certain incidence direction is obtained by normalization

pl bs; btð Þ ¼ SI bs; btð ÞX
fbsg

SI bs; btð Þ
: (4)

Left and right ears are modelled independently without

including a binaural weighting stage in the model. According

to previous studies, in the considered lateral angle range up to

630� both ears contribute to vertical sound localization and

results are very similar for monaural and binaural modelling

(Baumgartner et al., 2014; Morimoto, 2001).

For evaluation of the vertical localization performance,

we calculate the local error (LE) and quadrant error (QE) as

introduced by Middlebrooks (1999b). The LE is the root-

mean-square error in sound localization around a target inci-

dence angle, where large errors >90� are disregarded. We

directly use the probability distribution of the localization esti-

mates and calculate the LE from pl as an expectancy value

LE bsð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
jbs�btj<90�

bs;�btð Þ2 pl bs; btð Þ
X

jbs�btj<90�
pl bs; btð Þ

vuuuuut : (5)

For further evaluation, the LE is averaged over all stimulus

incidence directions bs, for each ear and sagittal plane inde-

pendently. The LE is a metric for the local spatial resolution

in sound localization. Contrarily, the QE is a metric for the

occurrence of large localization errors, and is defined as the

percentage of localizations 90� or further away from the

stimulus incidence

QEðbsÞ ¼
X

jbs�br j�90�
plðbs; brÞ: (6)

The localization performance with the hearing device DTFs

is modelled for 2 cases: Acute localization and template-
matched localization. Acute localization simulates a subject

trained to the individual eardrum DTF who listens with the

hearing device DTF. There, the SI is calculated between the

DTFs of the hearing device (as the virtual stimulus) and the

eardrum-DTF of the individual person (as the stored tem-

plate). The approach evaluates how well the hearing device

DTF conserves the spectral cues of the unobstructed ear. For

template-matched localization, the same DTF set of each

microphone location is used as stimulus and template. The

condition evaluates the quality of the spatial acoustic infor-

mation in the DTF of the hearing device, independent of

how similar it is to the usual DTF to the eardrum. This is

equivalent to assuming perfect adaptation to the new DTF

cues, irrespective of whether this is possible (Mendonça,

2014).
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Descriptive analysis

Figure 3 shows the DTFs for all microphone locations

obtained in the median plane in the left ears of the two repre-

sentative subjects.1 The locations are sorted from top left to

right bottom according to their distance from the eardrum.

Frequency regions not considered in the quantitative metrics

are shaded out.

The DTFs at the eardrum and the ECEbl are almost

identical for both subjects, verifying that the differences

between the two locations are not direction dependent

(Hammershøi and Møller, 1996; Mehrgardt and Mellert,

1977; Møller, 1992). Generally, the DTFs at the eardrum

and the BTE microphones start deviating at frequencies

above about 2 kHz, and above 4 kHz for the InsertHP,

ITEind, and ITEgen microphones, which is consistent with

previous studies (Denk et al., 2018a; Hammershøi and

Møller, 1996; Hoffmann et al., 2013b; Kayser et al., 2009).

Typical spectral structures that were previously

described can be identified in the eardrum DTF and to some

extent at the hearing device microphone locations. One

prominent example is a spectral notch occurring for frontal

incidence directions that changes its frequency with the polar

angle (Butler and Belendiuk, 1977). The cue is crucial for

perception of elevation in the frontal hemisphere. It origi-

nates from a destructive interference between a transmission

path directly into the ear canal and a reflection from the con-

cha back wall, where the delay is dependent on the elevation

(Butler and Belendiuk, 1977). The notch is still well visible

at the InsertHP and the ITE microphone locations, but first

deviates and then disappears with increasing distance from

FIG. 3. (Color online) DTFs in the median plane for all microphone locations in the left ears of two representative human subjects.1 VP_E1 is a man with large

ears, VP_N6 a woman with small ears. Each panel displays the DTF for one microphone location in the ear, the x-axis denotes the frequency (logarithmic scal-

ing), the y-axis the polar angle in the median plane (0� indicates sound incidence from the front, 90� from above, 180� from behind). Shaded areas mark the

frequency regions that were excluded for computing the quantitative metrics.
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the eardrum. At the BTE microphone locations, the notch is

not observed at all. When the notch is still present, devia-

tions include a loss of depth (e.g., ITEind_Entr, more promi-

nent in VP_E1), or a shift towards higher frequencies

(InsertHP, both subjects).

Another well-visible directional feature is a higher

amplitude for frontal incidence directions than for rear inci-

dence, most prominent in frequencies above 10 kHz. These

are shadowing effects of the pinna, a very important cue for

resolution of the front vs back hemisphere (Langendijk and

Bronkhorst, 2002). For both subjects, it lies mostly within

the frequency range considered for the quantitative metrics,

although it further extends into the upper excluded range.

The cue is conserved quite well for microphone locations

inside the pinna, although in the ITEgen microphone loca-

tions it becomes more ambiguous. This is intuitively

explained, since pinna shadow effects should be independent

of any obstructions of the cavum concha, but be dependent

on how far the device sticks out of the pinna (as in the

ITEgen). In the BTE microphone locations, a structurally

similar dependence of the amplitude that is rather uniform

across frequencies on the incidence directions can be seen.

However, the attenuated and amplified incidence directions

are rotated with respect to the eardrum DTF with the rotation

dependent on the microphone (better seen in VP_E1), which

is explained by altered or inverted pinna shadowing effects.

Deviations against eardrum DTF observed in the various

microphone locations are notably different between the two

subjects. This difference is not only the deviation between

the DTFs observed at the eardrums of the different ears,

which mostly comprises a shift of structurally similar cues

towards higher frequencies from VP_E1 to VP_N6. For

instance, the spectral notch is differently affected by the

devices in the two subjects. For the InsertHP in VP_E1, the

notch is conserved very well in shape but shifted upwards in

frequency, while the notch almost disappears in VP_N6.

With ITEind_Entr, the notch is better conserved in VP_N6

than in VP_E1. The complete structure of the DTF in

VP_N6 is heavily distorted at both ITEgen microphone loca-

tions, whereas it is somewhat conserved in VP_E1. These

differences might be related to the fact that the one-size ear-

plugs stick further out of the smaller ear of VP_N6 than the

larger ear of VP_E1. Likewise, the pinna shadow effect for

the BTE is more pronounced in VP_E1, probably because

the BTE microphones are more occluded by the larger ears

of VP_E1.

B. SDs

1. Directional SD dependence

Figure 4 shows the directionally resolved SD, both for

between-subject differences as well as differences between

the eardrum and the other microphone locations in one ear. In

both cases, the SD was averaged for each incidence direction

independently over the 16 human subjects (i.e., 120 between-

subject comparisons). Only the left ears were considered.

The spatial distribution of SD for between-subject dif-

ferences is very broad. The largest errors are observed for

contralateral incidence directions. Apart from that, slightly

larger SDs are observed from incidence directions in the

frontal hemisphere than the rear hemisphere. We verified

that the result for the current data is very similar to an equiv-

alent evaluation of the CIPIC database.

For the hearing device microphone locations, the distri-

bution of SD against the eardrum DTF differs from the

between-subject SD. The SD is generally very small at the

ECEbl, with no considerable directional spatial dependence.

In the InsertHP and all ITE microphone locations, the largest

errors occur for incidence directions around the front, or

frontal incidence directions slightly displaced towards the

contralateral side. This result is most pronounced at the

ITEind_Entr location. For the other ITE microphone loca-

tions, considerable SD is also noted for rear sound incidence.

The SD is larger on or below the horizontal plane than

FIG. 4. (Color online) Directionally resolved SD, see Sec. III B) for the left ear, averaged across subjects for each incidence direction independently. Upper

left panel shows the average between-subject SD from comparing 120 ear pairs. The other panels show the SD between eardrum DTF and the denoted micro-

phone location, averaged over 16 human subjects. The panel in the upper right corner denotes the spatial coordinate system of the plot: Incidence from above

the head is located in the center, the horizontal plane is indicated by the thicker circle. Frontal incidence is from the top of the axis as marked by the nose. Grid

and ticks denote the lateral and polar angle. Small color circles indicate contralateral incidence directions that are not relevant for sound localization.
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above. In the BTE microphone locations, the SD is generally

larger, but shows a comparable distribution.

2. ISSDs

The resulting ISSD, i.e., the SD averaged over incidence

directions, is shown in Fig. 5. The ISSD for the different

hearing devices increases with increasing distance from the

eardrum, and correlates well with the a priori sorting of the

devices. The between-subject ISSD for each microphone

location decreases with increasing distance from the ear-

drum. At the ECEbl, the between-subject ISSD in the current

data is in very good agreement with the data from the CIPIC

database. The intra-subject ISSD in the DTFs observed at

the InsertHP and ITEind are well in the range of the

between-subject ISSD for the eardrum and ECEbl. Thus,

according to this metric the DTFs at these locations are

about as different from the individual reference DTF as

another person’s DTF.

The ISSD as a function of the microphone location dif-

fers between individual ears. Especially, the correlation

between ISSD at the InsertHP and the ITEind_Entr micro-

phone locations are very low across subjects (r¼�0.28,

p¼ 0.11). On the other hand, the ISSD at both locations of

the ITE devices correlate well (correlations between Entr

and Concha locations, ITEind: r¼ 0.67, p< 0.01, ITEgen:

r¼ 0.67, p¼ 0.01);

The results for the dummy heads are not always in the

range of the subject data. The ISSD between dummy head

and subjects’ DTFs is increased as compared to the human

between-subject data, comparably across all microphone

locations. There, the results do not differ very much between

the individual dummy heads. The relation of within-subject

ISSD between human subjects and dummy heads depends

much on the microphone location. Generally, the ISSD

against the eardrum DTF for the dummy heads is either

lower than or equal to the human subjects. At the ECEbl, the

ISSD is lower in all dummy heads. For the ITE, this is also

the case except for the KEMAR result. For the InsertHP and

the BTE, all dummy heads are in the range of the human

data.

C. Scaling DTFs

Figure 6 shows the ISSD before and after the application

of frequency, level, and joint frequency and level scaling, as

well as the relative improvement by scaling in percent.

Without showing figures it is worth noting that the between-

subjects results from Middlebrooks (1999a) were well repro-

duced. Results for scaling the DTFs observed at the ECEbl,

ITEgen, and BTE microphone locations were discarded,

FIG. 5. (Color online) ISSD (see Sec. III B) between the DTF at each microphone location and the DTF at the individual eardrum (black), and between sub-

jects (grey, utilizing eardrum DTF). Boxplots show the distribution of results for the ears of the individual subjects. The horizontal line indicates the median,

the box the 25%–75% quantiles and whiskers the whole data range excluding outliers, which are marked by dots above/below the whiskers. Individual symbols

indicate the result in the dummy heads; in the between-subject condition the mean and standard deviation for the ISSD between the dummy head and all

human subjects is shown.

FIG. 6. (Color online) ISSD (see Sec. III B) before and after scaling, absolute

ISSD (upper panel), and relative improvement (lower panel). Boxplots show the

distribution of results for the individual human ears. The horizontal line indi-

cates the median, the box the 25%–75% quantiles and whiskers the whole data

range excluding outliers, which are marked by dots above/below the whiskers.

Symbols denote the results obtained with the individual dummy heads.
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since the random distribution of optimum scaling parameters

showed that the improvement was merely of random nature

and could not be attributed to a correction of physical devia-

tions. This is especially understandable for the ECEbl, where

only random measurement errors with respect to the eardrum

DTF are expected.

For the between-subject ISSD, a notable reduction is

achieved by frequency scaling, but not level scaling. Joint

application of both scaling methods does not result in a

larger reduction than frequency scaling alone. For the hear-

ing device DTFs, none of the individual scaling methods

reduces the ISSD against the eardrum DTF in any way com-

parable to the between-subject result. In the InsertHP, virtu-

ally no difference in ISSD is observed after scaling. For the

ITEind_Entr location a notable reduction through level scal-

ing is observed. Joint frequency and level scaling between

ITE and eardrum DTFs results in an ISSD reduction that is

considerably higher than the separate scaling effects, and for

the ITEind_Entr results in a relative improvement that is

almost in the range of the between-subject differences. For

this recording location, the optimal level scaling factors cor-

respond to an expansion of spectral contrast in the DTF

(1.21 6 0.13, both for level-only and combined scaling),

whereas the frequency scaling factors are evenly distributed

around 0.

D. Modelled sound localization

1. SI for acute localization

Figure 7 shows the SI (see Sec. III D) for acute localiza-

tion in the median plane for the two representative subjects,1

i.e., the directionally resolved similarity between the ear-

drum DTF and the hearing device DTFs.

For VP_E1, the SI with the ECEbl is centered well

around the diagonal, indicating very good localization per-

formance. In this subject, the SI distribution still looks simi-

lar for the InsertHP, although especially for frontal sound

incidence (b ¼ 0�) the SI is very low around the diagonal

but shows a distribution that predicts many front-back confu-

sions. The same tendencies are more pronounced for both

ITEind microphone locations. In the ITEgen microphone

locations, the SI is generally reduced—the absolute similar-

ity to the template DTF is very small. The SI pattern appears

random, and no real correlation between actual and predicted

angle is observed. In the BTE microphone locations, the SI

is clustered mostly around a horizontal line at about 90�

FIG. 7. (Color online) SI (see Sec. III D) distributions for acute localization with the hearing device DTFs in the median plane for the two representative

human subjects.1 The distributions indicate the perceptual similarity between the DTF of the hearing device at angle on x-axis and the DTF at the eardrum at

angle on y-axis, and thus correspond to the localization patterns when internal comparison to the eardrum DTF is assumed. The points indicate the angle with

maximum SI per stimulus incidence angle, i.e., the direction a stimulus originating from the direction given by the x-axis is most probably localized at.
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angle, which predicts that most incoming sounds would be

localized above the head.

Some of these observations are different in VP_N6.

First, the SI distributions are generally more widespread

around the diagonal than in VP_E1. Second, the SI in the

ECEbl is not as well clustered around the diagonal; espe-

cially for incidence from above (b around 90�). Third, the SI

distribution for the InsertHP is much worse than in VP_E1,

with very few SI values around the diagonal, especially

around the horizontal plane ðb ¼ 0� or 180�). On the other

hand, the SI distribution at ITEind_Entr is better in VP_N6

than in VP_E1. For the ITEgen and BTE microphone loca-

tions, random SI distributions occur, which are structurally

very similar between both subjects. However also at these

microphone locations, the SI values are generally higher in

VP_N6 than VP_E1.

2. SI for template-matched localization

Figure 8 shows the SI for template-matched localization

in the median plane for the two representative subjects,1 i.e.,

the directionally resolved similarity inside each DTF set. It

can also be understood as a spatial autocorrelation function

of the DTF.

In VP_E1, the SI distributions at the eardrum and

ECEbl are very similar and centered around the diagonal,

particularly for the frontal hemisphere (b � 90�). In all other

microphone locations, the distribution is broadened, i.e., the

spatial resolution is reduced. For the InsertHP, the general

shape of the distribution is conserved, i.e., it is more concen-

trated around the diagonal for frontal incidence than inci-

dence from above. In the ITEind microphone locations, a

quite similar distribution is observed where the width is

larger for frontal incidence than for rear incidence. In the

ITEgen microphone locations, the distribution is comparable

to the ITEind, but especially at the Concha microphone loca-

tion the spread for frontal incidence directions is smaller. In

all BTE microphone locations, the SI distribution is very

wide, indicating poor spatial resolution of the DTF.

In subject VP_N6, some observations are again different

to VP_E1. First, the SI distributions at the eardrum and

ECEbl are notably broader than in VP_E1. Second, in

VP_N6 the SI distributions look very similar between the

InsertHP and the ITEind_Entr, with very similar widths. As

in VP_E1, the SI distribution is narrower at the

ITEind_Concha than at the ITEind_Entr microphone. For

VP_N6, the distributions at all BTE microphones are very

similar and the resolution is even worse than in VP_E1, with

FIG. 8. (Color online) SI (see Sec. III D) distribution for template-matched localization with the hearing device DTFs in the median plane for the two represen-

tative human subjects.1 The distributions indicate the perceptual similarity between the DTF of the hearing device at angle on x-axis with a DTF from the

same set at angle on y-axis, and thus correspond to the localization patterns when internal comparison to the same DTF set is assumed.
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no significant resolution of directions in any of the three

microphone locations.

3. Localization performance

Figure 9 shows the results of the modelled localization,

including the LE and QE as introduced in Sec. III D.1 For com-

parison, the chance level obtained with a uniform SI was calcu-

lated for both metrics. The reference condition for localization

performance (i.e., modelling free-field localization with

unaided ears) is template-matched localization with the ear-

drum DTF. Given that relevant localization cues might not be

included in the frequency range used in the whole paper

(2–13.5 kHz), we had repeated the simulations with a band-

width between 1 and 16 kHz. This resulted in a general reduc-

tion of QEs, but had no noteworthy influence of the relative

differences between conditions or conclusions of this work. For

localization using the hearing device DTFs when trained to the

individual eardrum DTF (acute localization, black boxes in Fig.

9), the error metrics for all microphone locations except the

ECEbl are higher than for the reference condition. At the

InsertHP, LE and QE are notably increased with respect to the

reference condition, and are in the range of localization perfor-

mance in the between-subject condition, i.e., localization with

another person’s DTF (leftmost boxes). The localization perfor-

mance is very similar in both microphone locations of the

ITEind, and notably worse as compared to the InsertHP. For

the BTE microphone locations and the ITEgen_Entr, the locali-

zation performance is the poorest among the assessed condi-

tions and around chance. The localization performance is better

in the ITEgen_Concha than in the ITEgen_Entr, but not

considerably different between the individual BTE microphone

locations.

For localization when utilizing the appropriate DTF set

as a template (template-matched localization, grey boxes in

Fig. 9), all error metrics are notably reduced as compared to

acute localization (black boxes). However, in terms of LE,

reference performance is not achieved for any microphone

location except the ECEb1. The smallest LE in template-

matched localization is observed in the InsertHP, followed

by ITEind_Concha, ITEind_Entr, and the ITEgen micro-

phone locations. The largest LE is again observed in the

BTE microphone locations, with no notable differences

between the individual microphones. A QE that is very simi-

lar to the reference performance is observed at the ECEbl,

the InsertHP and the ITEgen_Entr. In the ITEind_Concha,

the QE is even lower than for the reference conditions,

whereas in the ITEind_Entr and the ITEgen_Concha it

remains slightly increased against the reference. The largest

QE with template-matched localization is again observed in

the BTE microphone locations, with no noteworthy differ-

ences between the microphones.

The correspondence of human and dummy head results

depends on the condition and metric. The LE with the

dummy head DTFs at the eardrum and the ECEbl is larger

than in the human data. For the LE observed with the hearing

device DTFs, the agreement is better. Also, the accordance

is generally better for acute localization than for template-

matched localization. In terms of QE, the data from human

subjects and dummy heads are in good agreement. In the

between-subject condition (here, the subjects’ DTFs were

used as the template, and the dummy head DTF as stimulus),

FIG. 9. (Color online) Modelled localization performance using the DTF set denoted by the x-label in acute localization trained to the individual eardrum

DTF (black lines) and template-matched localization using the respective DTF set (grey lines) (footnote 1). Top panel shows the LE and the bottom panel

shows the percentage of QEs. Boxplots show the distribution of results in individual ears obtained in both regarded sagittal planes. The horizontal line indi-

cates the median, the box the 25%–75% quantiles, and whiskers the whole data range excluding outliers, which are marked by crosses above/below the

whiskers. Symbols denote the results for the dummy heads; the dashed lines indicate the chance levels (obtained with uniform SI).
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the result with individual dummy heads are very similar, but

all have a clear offset against the between-subject data.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Data quality

The results observed with the current database and the

CIPIC database are in all appropriate metrics very compara-

ble. The between-subject ISSD (Fig. 5) is almost identical,

the slightly larger values for the CIPIC database may be a

consequence of the larger number of ears included. Also,

modeled localization performance (Fig. 9) is almost identical

between the two datasets. In particular, the equivalent LE

results for the template-matched localization with the

ECEbl-DTF demonstrate that the spatial sampling and inter-

polation method utilized here is sufficient to capture the

acoustic resolution of the DTF in human ears.

B. SDs between DTFs: Quantitative and qualitative
aspects

The smallest differences of the DTF with respect to the

eardrum were observed at the blocked ear canal entrance

(ECEbl), with no notable deviations in the descriptive analy-

sis, the directionally resolved SD (Fig. 4) or the ISSD (Fig.

5). The slightly larger errors in the human subjects compared

to the dummy heads can be explained by larger random mea-

surement errors, caused by small movements (also of the

legs and body, which was not controlled) and lower SNR in

the probe tube microphone than in the ear simulators. In

accordance with previous studies we conclude that at the

ECEbl the full directional information of the eardrum DTF

is available (Algazi et al., 1999; Hammershøi and Møller,

1996; Mehrgardt and Mellert, 1977).

When the microphone location deviates from the

ECEbl, the DTF is directionally biased, and the SDs and

ISSDs (Figs. 4 and 5) increase quite monotonically with

increasing distance to the eardrum, which confirms previous

studies (Durin et al., 2014; Hoffmann et al., 2013b). Already

at the three locations that are rather close to the ear canal

entrance (InsertHP, ITEind_Entr, ITEind_Concha), an ISSD

that is in the range of between-subject differences (observed

at the eardrum, see Fig. 5) is observed. This corresponds

well to the comparable alterations of the ear shapes, leading

to differences in the physical processes that create the spec-

tral directional cues (Shaw and Teranishi, 1968). However,

this result does not include any information about the quali-

tative characteristics of this error.

The directional distribution of the SD differs between

between-subject and intra-ear evaluations (see Fig. 4). The

SD for the between-subject case is rather widespread across

incidence directions, whereas the SD for the hearing device

DTFs occurs mostly around the frontal incidence direction.

At frontal incidence, spectral profiles that have their origin

in interferences of sound components reflected in the concha,

are most distinct due to the orientation of the pinna (Butler

and Belendiuk, 1977; Møller et al., 1995). Whereas the

DTFs are generally shifted against each other for between-

subject differences (due to different sizes of the ears),

recording with a hearing device microphone seems to affect

mostly the cues at frontal incidence, by either altering the

interference lengths or attenuating or even eliminating the

reflections. This interpretation is consistent with the discus-

sion of the notches made in the descriptive analysis of the

DTFs.

Applying a frequency scaling approach to the present data

[see Fig. 6, cf. Middlebrooks (1999a)] could not reduce the

errors between eardrum and hearing device DTFs. Also, scal-

ing in level did not notably reduce the deviations for either

between-subject differences, nor the InsertHP or the

ITEind_Concha. In the ITEind_Entr, however, level scaling

results in an improvement that is larger than frequency scaling

in this location. Moreover, combined frequency and level scal-

ing results in an addition of both individual improvements.

We interpret these results as follows: The modification

of the ear shape by the presence of a hearing device has a

qualitatively different effect on the DTF than the variation of

ear sizes and shapes between individuals. Given the results

of the descriptive analysis, it is unlikely that the common

cues in DTFs are destroyed completely, however, it is not

necessary that the psychophysical results on listening with a

non-individual HRTF are directly transferrable to hearing

devices. The difference in improvement with the two scaling

dimensions across the microphone locations gives an insight

about how the DTF is distorted in the individual devices: In

the InsertHP, DTF cues seem to be distorted in a way that

they cannot be easily transformed back to the eardrum DTF,

i.e., neither shifted in frequency nor compressed in level.

One possible explanation is that the shape of the cavum con-

cha is, also acoustically, very different with and without the

device. On the other hand, the effectivity of gain scaling in

the ITEind_Entr confirms that in this device (at least for

some ears) the usual DTFs are mostly flattened out in level.

Filling of the concha bottom conserves characteristic lengths

that are relevant for the referred interference processes, but

could reduce the size of the structure where sound is

reflected at the concha back wall, leading to shallower spec-

tral structures. Such flattening of the DTF has recently been

connected with the perception of a decreased distance

(Baumgartner et al., 2017).

C. Sagittal plane localization using the hearing device
DTFs

The modelled localization performance verifies that in

hearing devices, conservation of the individual eardrum DTF

and capturing of directional information are two very differ-

ent issues. When acute localization is considered, i.e.,

assuming internal comparison to the DTF observed at the

eardrum, with all locations except the ECEbl the localization

performance is significantly worse than in open-ear listening.

The performance is also usually worse than in the case of lis-

tening with a different person’s DTF. For microphone loca-

tions of the BTE and the ITEgen_Entr location, the chance

level is approached or even exceeded—virtually no direc-

tional information that is consistent with the individual

open-ear DTF is captured at these locations. The same can

be observed in SI distributions that appear random (see Fig.
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7). Only with the InsertHP and ITEind microphone locations,

localization seems to be to some extent possible using the

unfamiliar DTFs. The results are in good agreement with

those of Durin et al. (2014), however, there none of the

rather large variations across subjects was captured since

only data from a dummy head were analyzed.

For template-matched localization, i.e., assuming inter-

nal comparison of a stimulus with the appropriate DTF set,

the localization performance is improved as compared to

acute localization for all microphone locations and both met-

rics. This shows that significant directional information is

still included in many hearing device DTFs, although it may

not be consistent with the open-ear DTF. The BTE results

are poorer than all other locations, indicating that the least

usable directional information is captured there. This is con-

sistent with the descriptive analysis, where it was shown that

the least directional structure is observed in the correspond-

ing DTFs. For the other microphone locations (InsertHP,

ITEind, ITEgen) the performance in relation to open-ear lis-

tening depends on the metric. For the LE, the performance is

always worse than with the unobstructed ear. All alterations

of the pinna shape seem to reduce spatial resolution and

information that encodes small shifts of the sound incidence

direction, i.e., the natural shape appears to be to some extent

optimal to create corresponding cues. On the other hand, the

QE is with all these in-ear devices in the range of open-ear

listening—apparently, cues originating from pinna shading

effects that are included in all these devices, are sufficient to

resolve the coarse incident direction. These results differ

from comparable analyses in Durin et al. (2014), who noted

much smaller differences between microphones in five hear-

ing aid styles, and better-than reference performance for

some device styles. Possible explanations for the discrep-

ancy are that individual subjects were included here (see

also Sec. V E), but also a difference in the error metric.

To summarize, we expect vertical localization to be

affected with DTFs from all microphone locations except the

eardrum when the listener is trained to the eardrum DTF. If

the hearing device DTFs could be used optimally, for exam-

ple, through acclimatization, then coarse localization would

be possible. However, the inherent spatial resolution of the

hearing device DTFs is poorer than that of the open-ear

DTFs, and thus localization accuracy would likely still be

limited. Also, given previous results showing incomplete

learning of new spectral cues (Carlile, 2014; Majdak et al.,
2013; Mendonça, 2014), and particularly the results regard-

ing qualitative aspects of the DTF distortions, it is by no

means guaranteed that humans are able to fully accommo-

date to and exploit the spectral cues contained in hearing

device DTFs.

D. Inter-individual differences

The broad distribution over individual ears and subjects

in all quantitative metrics (Fig. 5, 6, and 9) demonstrates that

the quality of spectral information encoded in hearing device

microphones depends not only on the device style, but also

on the individual ear. Due to the coherence of these differ-

ences across evaluation aspects, we expect that these

differences are beyond random variations across individual

DTFs (Møller et al., 1995; Riederer, 1998; Wightman and

Kistler, 1989).

Both the descriptive analysis (Fig. 3) and the inspection

of SIs (Figs. 7, 8) revealed that in different ears, the same

hearing device style may capture certain directional features

with different accuracy; or may provide a different quality of

spatial information. This effect is most apparent when com-

paring the results at the InsertHP and ITEind_Entr in the two

presented individual subjects. In VP_E1 (man, large ears),

the individual eardrum DTF is better conserved with the

InsertHP than in ITEind_Entr, whereas the ranking is oppo-

site in VP_N6 (woman, small ears). This is not exclusive to

the two shown subjects (see also supplementary material).1

As indicated by the correlation values of ISSD between sub-

jects, the ISSD ranking with respect to the eardrum DTF is

quite consistent across all ITEgen and BTE, but very distinct

between InsertHP and ITEind_Entr. Especially for the

InsertHP and ITEind_Entr, the modification of the shape of

the cavum concha is variable: The InsertHP is a device that

has the same size in all ears, with the result that the cavum

concha is obstructed to a larger degree in small ears than in

large ears. This makes it understandable that more individual

information is captured with this device style in VP_E1 than

in VP_N6, and why the ISSD with respect to the eardrum

DTF varies so largely across subjects at this location. The

size of the ITEind, on the other hand, depends on the size of

the individual ear, and the degree of obstruction is consistent

across ear sizes.

In summary, our data show that to comprehensively

characterize the directional information encoded in a hearing

device microphone, it is crucial to measure in different ears

to get a conclusive evaluation. The more embedded into

structures of the external ear the device is, the larger are

these individual differences.

E. Usability of dummy head data

Measuring the assessed transfer functions on dummy

heads has many benefits: They are easier and cheaper to con-

duct and more reproducible than measurements in humans

(Harder et al., 2015). In the present data, this is apparent by

the reduced ISSD at ECEbl with respect to eardrum in the

dummy heads as compared to the human subjects (see Fig.

5). However, some limitations of assessing hearing device

DTFs on dummy heads that go beyond the inaccessible

inter-subject variance became apparent in the present analy-

sis. First, it appears that DTFs of dummy heads are more dif-

ferent from human DTFs than human DTFs differ from each

other. This holds for the quantitative SDs at all regarded

microphone locations (between-subject ISSD, grey boxes in

Fig. 5), as well as for the localization performance (larger

error in all metrics with the dummy head DTFs in the

between-subject condition, leftmost boxes in Fig. 9). In this

respect, our data are in line with previous results reporting

that localization using recordings from dummy heads that

are not replicating a carefully selected human ear is poorer

than with recordings from the majority of other human sub-

jects (Minnaar et al., 2001; Vorl€ander, 2004).
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Also, the directional resolution in dummy head DTFs

appears to be poorer than in the average subject. As seen in

the top panel of Fig. 9, the LE for template-matched locali-

zation at the reference locations (Eardrum, ECEbl) is

increased in the dummy heads as compared to the subjects.

The correspondence between dummy heads and subjects in

terms of the LE with the hearing device DTFs depends

strongly on the microphone location. Therefore, the relation

of the LE between the reference and hearing device condi-

tion seen in the dummy heads does not always reflect the sit-

uation in the subjects. For instance, considering the case of

template-matched localization, the dummy head data predict

a decrease in LE for the InsertHP with respect to the refer-

ence (particularly for the B&K HATS, but also for the other

heads), whereas an increase of LE is noted for the distribu-

tion of all subjects. This means that the directional resolution

in the dummy head DTF is better at the InsertHP than at the

eardrum or ECEbl. Interestingly, this particular observation

exactly reproduces one result from Durin et al. (2014)—they

observed a better directional resolution for the DTF of an

ITC hearing aid than the ECEbl, also measured in a B&K

HATS. Knowledge about acoustic origins of such effects

would be very helpful for the design of both hearing devices

as well as new artificial pinnae, but a detailed discussion

would be beyond the scope of this investigation. One possi-

ble explanation, however, might be a larger symmetry in the

artificial pinnae as compared to the human ears, which is

reduced by filling a portion of the cavum concha as with an

ITC hearing aid or the utilized InsertHP.

On the other hand, for the QE describing coarse locali-

zation errors (see Fig. 9), the dummy head data reflect well

the distribution of subject data for the reference and hearing

device locations. Also, the spectral deviations between ear-

drum and hearing device DTF are consistent between the

dummy heads and human subjects. This is both true in the

quantitative sense (ISSD re eardrum DTF, Fig. 5, consider-

ing a smaller experimental uncertainty) as well as in the

qualitative sense, shown by the ISSD reduction through scal-

ing (Fig. 6).

To summarize, the present results indicate that evalua-

tion of directional information in hearing devices using

dummy heads that have non-human pinnae results in a bias

of the localization performance results as compared to mea-

surements in human pinnae. If dummy heads are used for

such tasks, our results suggest that a set of different pinnae

that are replicated from carefully selected human subjects

should be used, such as the systems in Christensen et al.
(2000), Harder et al. (2015), and Lindau and Weinzierl

(2006).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the spectral directional information cap-

tured at different hearing device microphone locations as

described by the DTF. Our observations confirm various

findings from previous studies: The unbiased DTF observed

at the eardrum is also obtained at the blocked ear canal

entrance. For other microphone locations, a directionally

dependent error with respect to the DTF at the eardrum is

observed in frequencies >4 kHz for in-concha and >2 kHz

for behind-the-ear locations. These errors can be expected to

impair sound localization in the vertical domain.

In contrast to previous studies, we were here able to ana-

lyze these errors and predicted impact on sound localization in

many individual human ears and dummy heads, and performed

detailed analyses regarding the qualitative aspects of the errors

in the DTFs, also in relation to between-subject differences in

DTFs. Our findings can be summarized as follows:

• Considerable variations of the DTF errors and localization

performance are observed between human ears and inter-

act with the microphone location and device style. The

ranking of device styles differs between ears.
• Errors in hearing device DTFs are centered around the

frontal incidence direction.
• Prominent acoustic features in the DTF are rather

destroyed than shifted or compressed. The error in hearing

device DTFs is qualitatively different from the deviation

of the DTFs between two subjects, where the features are

mainly shifted in frequency.
• Acute sound localization in the vertical domain is pre-

dicted to be impaired by these errors. However, DTFs

observed at most hearing device microphone locations

(except BTE) still contain directional information that

could be learned, albeit poorer than in open-ear DTFs.
• Dummy head data do not always produce the same evalua-

tion results as data from human subjects, irrespective of

the inaccessible inter-subject variations.

Regarding microphone placement in hearing devices,

the following practical conclusions can be drawn:

• Only when the microphone is placed in the ear canal or at

its entrance, full spatial information can be conserved.
• For ITE type devices, it is important that the microphone

is placed as shallow as possible in the cavum concha.

Apart from this, if the shape of the ear is altered the exact

shape of the device is less critical. That is, the results with

a small insert headphone and an individualized ITE device

are not obviously different. The size of the device is not

necessarily a predictor of the captured directional informa-

tion. Microphone positioning closer to the ear canal

entrance did not result in better directional cues than in

the rear part of the concha.
• BTE microphones capture virtually no spectral directional

cues. There, the exact positioning of the microphones

seems to be irrelevant, at least for spectral cues.

Reduced localization abilities remain a highly relevant

issue in hearing support devices. The current contribution

provides starting points for future research and development

that should be made to overcome these difficulties. In future

work, listening experiments are necessary to improve the

understanding of how errors in spectral directional cues

relate to localization abilities.
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